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Study Guide—Part I

1. Deng had long been known as a _______________ within the Communist Party. He was especially 

critical of the ____________ who stressed the need to follow strictly ______________ _________.

Instead, he advocated ____________ that would advance China’s _______________.

2. What was the Great Leap Forward and why was it disastrous?

3. Describe how the following areas of China’s economy were reformed under Deng:

 a. agriculture  

 b. industry & commerce  

4. What were the effects of these reforms?

Name:______________________________________________

Vocabulary: Be sure that you understand these key terms from the Introduction and Part I of your 
reading. Circle ones that you do not know.

communist
economic growth
international trade standard 
counterrevolutionary
realist
economic growth
self-sufficient
price controls
export
economic goods
social goods
free-market economic system
industrialization

state-owned enterprise
state sector
privately owned sector
entrepreneurs
emitter
sustainable
materialism
corruption
bourgeois
migrant
fragmentation
one-party dictatorship 
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5. What elements of socialism remain in China’s economy? Why does the government provide such 
protections?  

6. List three major environmental problems for China.
 a.

 b.

 c. 

7. Describe two problems for China’s government that are the result of economic reform.
 a.  

 b. 

8. Why don’t wealthy young urban people participate much in politics?

9. Why do many rural Chinese peasants envy those who live in cities?

10. What problems await peasants who move to cities in search of work and a better life?

11. How does increased local political power challenge China’s Communist Party? 

Name:______________________________________________


